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New features and updates in
Calculatis 2022
The new release of Calculatis by Stora Enso

Since the last update of Calculatis by Stora Enso, some new features were
added. Additionally, some adaptations and improvements were made.
CLT Rib panel module with new ETA

In 2020, a new ETA for CLT rib panel by Stora Enso was published. Compared to the first
edition from 2017, this new technical assessment contains many changes that make CLT
rib panel by Stora Enso more efficient. Some of these changes relate to features, that are
not reflected in Calculatis, as they are not relevant to the structural design itself. All other
changes that are essential to the structural design have been picked up in the new release
of Calculatis. Therefore a new module was created, that relates to ETA-20/0893. One of the
most important changes relates to fire design. As the designer can apply sections that were
tested in large scale fire tests, the efficiency in fire design will be top notch. The design
module that relates to the superseded ETA-17/0911 is to be found in the section of
superseded modules in Calculatis. Calculations that have been made, applying the old ETA
are to be found here. All new CLT rib panel by Stora Enso calculations from now on should
be done in the new module.
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LVL module and LVL G material addition

The new update includes a totally new module for LVL panels for out of plane loading (e.g. a simple roof or floor panel). If a
floor/roof shall be designed using either one LVL panel or a reglued LVL panel, the design can be done using this new module.
The design of such panels is very similar to the one for CLT panels, looking at the input and workflow. However, the design is
customized for LVL panels and LVL G, making the design more efficient and intuitive to engineers.
The materials LVL and LVL G are now also available in the modules of Timber Column and Wooden Beam.
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Floor and Roof module for the United States
Since October 2020 Stora Enso holds two technical certifications for its CLT through the
International Code Council ICC, based on PRG 320: ESR-4381 and ESL-1170.
As the design procedure according to regulations in the USA are fundamentally different
compared to Europe, a new design module was created for CLT floor and roof design in
the USA. The module uses imperial dimensions and applies US standards, such as the
National Design Specifications NDS from the American Wood Council AWC and the
International Building Code IBC.

Connection design
Calculatis 2022 is now supporting
material from SPAX International and
angles from Simpson Strong-Tie.
These were newly added. All connector
brands that were available so far are still
available.

